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ABSTRACT
Until recently, large mainframes and super-computers were considered essential for powerñrl
scientific batch computing services requiring intensive tape usage, large well-managed disk
storage systems, high throughput and maximum reliability. However, this situation has
changed dramatically over recent years with the appearance of RISC-based workstations with
performance characteristics, at least for scalar computations, comparable with the fastest
mainframes but with an order of magnitude better priceþerformance. At the same time,
competitively priced workstation-class disk and tape systems with adequate performance and
reliability have become available. Combined with newly-developed IANs and Gigabit
networking solutions, it is now possible to provide scalable and integrated mainframe-class
services on workstation platforms with the UNIX operating system.

Previous papers have summarized CERN's work over the past two years in developing
and introducinþ 

-such 
services on a large scale. The latest iystem ii called SHIFT, o7

Scaleble Heterogeneous Integrated FaciliTy. The SHIFT facility performs a wide range of
scientific data processing tasks including many with high I/O requirèments and is compaiable
il C.pU,capaciiy to thetERN computei centãr. Simiiar systemi are now being built-within
the budgets of smaller institutes which previously had to depend on remote-university or
national computing centers.

. Tltt present paper gives a short review of the SHIFT project's goals and architectural
principles, and a detailed account of the networking and software design and implementation
problems that were encountered and solved.

Bacþround

The work described in this paper was initially
motivated by the appearance on the market of inex-
pensive processors and storage systems, using tech-
nology developed for personal workstations, but
which had performance characteristics comparable
with those of traditional mainframes.
CERN Central Computing Environment

CERN is the European Laboratory for particle
Physics and is host to many physics collaborations
using the laboratory's accelerator facilities, physics
data from the experimental particle detectors are
recorded by onJine data acquisition systems and
written to IBM 3480 cartridges. The data are organ-
ized in events where the size of an event varies froni
10 KBytes to 200 KBytes. Analysis of the raw data

is canied out both at the CERN computer center and
at collaborating institutes throughout Europe.

At CERN, computer systems used for data
analysis are benchmarked in units called CERN CpU
Uzdrs using a representative suite of High Energy
Physics codes, written in FORTRAN. For com-
parison, a VAX 1,11780 is rated at about 0.25 CERN
Unit. Note that only scalar CPU power is compared
in this paper as CERN's workload is not generally
vectorizable.

Curently the CERN computer center provides
three mainframe services, as shown in Table 1.

Approximately 807o of the mainframe CPU
goes to batch work. Most batch jobs require access
to tapes. The CERN tape vault houses 150,000 tapes
and cartridges with an equal number of tapes stored

Mainframe cPU (cu) Disk (GB) 3480 Tapes 8mm Tapes
Cray VMP.48

IBM 9000/900

Vax 9000-410

a)

t20

9

50

400

50

6 manual
4 robotic

38 manual
10 robotic
I manual

8 manual

Table 1: CERN - Central Mainframes
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outside the vault but in active use. A robot with a
capacity for 18,000 3480 cartridges handles approxi-
mately 20Vo of. the mount requests. Round-the-clock
manual mounts are the responsibility of operations
staff.

Into this environment, a batch project based on
RISC workstations was initiated two years ago.
Begínning with a single APOLLO DN10040, the
project has grown substantially and now forms an
operational service which exceeds the total deliver-
able CPU capacity of the central mainframes, The
service is collectively known as the Centrally
Operated RISC Environtnent oÍ CORE, and has three
cornponents: SHIFT, CS4 and HOPE.
SHIFT The SHIFT system forms the subject of the

present paper. It is a general purpose facility
for jobs with a broad range of I/O require-
ments and which require access to many
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Gigabytes of online data. SHIFT worksta-
tions are networked via both Ethernet and
UltraNet. The SHIFT CPU and disk servers
are currently SGI Power Series 340 worksta-
tions and the tape servers are SUN 4/330s.

CSF The Central Simulation Facility or CSF is a
platform for CPU-intensive work with low I/O
requirements. The service runs on 16
HP90001720 machines which are networked
via Ethernet and which have full access to the
SHIFT tape service. To the end user, CSF
systems are seen as a single batch facility.

HOPE The HOPE service is an earlier system
based on 3 APOLLO DN10040 machines. It
is for CPU-intensive, low I/O work and it will
be phased out during the course of 1992 as
HOPE workload is tàken over by CSF.
HOPE is a joint project between Hewlett-

Service cPU (CU) Disk (GB) 3480 Tapes 8mm Tapes
SHIFT

HOPE
CSF

100

50
150

150

10
10

6 manual 2 manual
2 robotic

Table 2: CERN - Central RISC Services
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Figure 1: CERN - Centrally Operated RISC Environment
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Packard and OPAL, a large physics collabora-
tion based at CERN.
The current configuration for the centrally

operated RISC-based workstation batch services is
given in Table 2, and also indicated in Figure 1.

Project Goals

The goal was to develop an architecture which
could be used for general purpose scientific comput-
ing, could be implemented to provide systems with
excellent price/performance when compæed with
mainframe solutions, and could be scaled up to pro-
vide very large integrated facilities, or down to pro-
vide a system suitable for small university depart-
ments. The resulting systems should present a fami-
liar and unified system image to their users, includ-
ing access to many Gigabytes of disk data and to
Terabytes of tape data: this is what we imply by the
word integrated.

The goals of the SHIFT development were as
follows.

o Provide an INTEGRATED system of CpU,
disk and tape servers capable of supporting a
large-scale general-purpose batch service

o Construct the system from heterogeneous
components conforming to OPEN standards to
retain flexibility towards new technology and
products

I The system must be SCALABLE, both to
small sizes for individual collaborations/small
institutes, and upwards to at least twice the

current size of the CERN computer center
o The batch service quality should be at least as

good as mainframe batch quality, operate in a
distributed environment, and have a unified
priority scheduling scheme

¡ Provide automatic control of disk file space,
integrated with a tape staging service

o Provide support for IBM 3480-compatible car-
tridge tapes, Exabyte 8mm tapes, and other
developing tape technologies, with acc€ss to
CERN's automatic cartridge-mounting robots

a System operation and accounting to be
integrated into the CERN central computer
services

o The architecture should also be capable of
supporting interactive scientific applications

SHIFT Architecture and Development

The SHIFT system has been outlined in earlier
papers 11,2,31. A prime goal of the SHIFT project
was to build facilities which could scale in capacity
from relatively small systems up to several times
that of the combined power of the CERN central
mainframes. To achieve this, an architecture was
chosen which encouraged separation of frrnctionality.
This allowed modular exrensibility, flexibility, and
optimization of each component foi its specifið func-
tion. Figure 2 shows this schematic architecture.

The principal elements of SHIFT are logically
divided into CPU servers, disk servers and tape
servers, with distributed software which is
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Figure 2: SHIFT A¡chitecture
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responsible for managing disk space, staging data
between tape and disþ locating staged files, batch
scheduling and accounting. These servers are inter-
connected by the bacþlane, a very fast network
medium used for optimized special purpose data
transfer. A detailed discussion of the bacþlane's
requirements and properties is given later in the
paper. The bacþlane is connected to the site's gen-
eral purpose network infrastructure by means of an
IP router, providing access to workstations distri-
buted throughout CERN and at remote institutes.

An emphasis thoughout the project has been
on software portability, to allow flexible choices to
be made for hardware platforms for each system
component. Such choices can then be made using
the most up to date evaluations of cunently available
products. Addition of further system types to the
existing configuration is regularly reviewed. No
major difficulties are foreseen in incorporating any
UNIX based systems to SHIFT. As an example, a
change from DEC to Sun workstations was made
very quickly during the development of the system
tape servers.

We believe that the modular approach we
adopted was also the key to the very short develop-
ment timescale we achieved. The design studies for
the SHITT project began in mid-1990. In parallel,
the technical evaluations 'of various workstation and
networking products were undertaken. By Sep-
tember 1990, code development had begun and ord-
ers for hardware had been sent out. The first local
tests with SGI Power Series workstations connected
via UltraNet took place at the end of December
1990. A full production environment was in place
by March 1991. Software and performance improve-
ments r,vere made throughout 1991 and a decision to
double the SHIFT CPU, disk and tape capacity was
taken in November 1991 and canied out in earlv
7992.

The Backplane

A critical issue in the SHIFT design turns out
to be the need for a high performance network: the
bacþlane. Its aim is to provide to CPU servers
remote disk and tape I/O facilities with as good per-
formance and as low an overhead as I/O to locally-
connected disks and tapes.

Our simulations of SHIFT configurations and
workloads were used to compare various modern
LAN technologies as backplane candidates. They
showed not only that Ethernet was entirely inade-
quate, but that even FDDI would prevent scaling up
to large SHIFT configurations due to its limited total
bandwidth, as well as by its low delivered per-
interface bandwidths which result from (today's)
high CPU and system overheads when running
TCPIP over FDDI. Thus only small SHIFT sysrems
can use an FDDI backplane.

Mainframe Services from Gigabit-Networked l{orkstations

Approximate backplane requirements can be
illustrated by the following simple calculation: a
medium I/O bound physics analysis job, running on
a nominal 1 CERN Unit power CPU, is estimated to
read about 20 KBytes/sec of data from disk, and to
write up to half of this amount back to disk before
completing. This translates to an aggregate 3
MBytes/sec backplane rate for a 100 CERN Unit
system doing remote disk I/O. In a worst case
scenario, all of this disk data must be staged from
tape beforehand, and the results written back to tape
afterwards, doubling the backplane aggregate to 6
MBytes/sec. If now heavily I/O bound jobs are
included, this will multiply the aggregate still
further: to avoid network congestion a bacþlane
peak capacity of 15 MBytes/sec is considered neces-
sary to support a general mix of I/O intensive jobs
running on this medium-size 100 CERN Unit
configuration. Thís already exceeds FDDI's possi-
bilities.

Equally significant is the CPU consumption
incuned by such data rates using presently imple-
mented FDDI interfaces. Taking the nominal aggre-
gate of 6 MBytes/sec from above, and noting that
two network interfaces participate in each backplane
transfer, a total of t2 MBytes/sec of interface
activity is present under medium conditions on a 100
CERN Unit system. Measurements of various FDDI
implementations at CERN have shown that between
2 and 6 CERN Units of CPU are needed to drive 1
MByte/sec through todays' FDDI interfaces, translat-
ing into a figure between Vl and 72 CERN Units for
12 MBytes/sec, or an average of 50Vo of installed
CPU capacity.

Finally, the peak per-interface data rate avail-
able will affect the number of networked units
required to assemble a SHIFT configuration. Ilsing
the figure of 15 MBytes/sec peak backplane traffic
(i.e., 30 MBytes/sec of peak interface traffic) on a
100 CERN Unit system with full tape*disk sraging,
we find that the total interface traffic breaks down
into 7.5 MBytes/sec each of CPU server and tape
server traffic, plus 15 MBytes/sec of disk server
traffic. In order to satisfy these rates with a reason-
ably small number of server modules (say about 3 of
each type), we require sustained interface rates of
between 3 and 5 MBytes/sec. Today FDDI can
achieve only about half of these sustained data rates
under normal production conditions, thus forcing the
use of many server modules (particularly disk
servers).

The current solution for the large SHIFT
configuration at CERN is to use UltraNet [a] equip-
ment for the backplane, as this product includes
special purpose protocol-processing hardware on
each interface, plus several times the FDDI total
bandwidth. Equally importantly, it supports the most
widespread standard TCP/IP application interface
(BSD sockets).
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However, the optimal use of UltraNet requires
some special understanding. First of all, UltraNet is
designed to assist stream-type applications and is not
very effective for datagram or small packet-size
transfers. Thus file access via stream sockets, with
large record-lengths, is well supported whereas
access via NFS is not. This was well understood
from the start, and fitted our model of remote disk
and tape I/O on condition that such accesses are
sequential and use large record length; this is the
case for High Energy Physics analysis programs,
which typically use record lengths of 32 KBytes.

Table 3 summarizes the performance charac-
teristics of FDDI and UltraNet, for simple
m€tnorye¡¡emory transfers. It shows ultraNet's
dependence on blocksize and (in the final column)
the relative FDDI and UltraNet CPU costs of data
transfer, expressed as the number of MBytes/sec
achievable per single fully-loaded CPU. It can be
seen that an UltraNet blocksize of 128 KBytes, even
under such test"conditions, is much more effective
than one of 32 Kbytes, During our detailed perfor-
mance analysis, 128 KBytes was found to be an
optimal choice under actual operational conditions.

Software Architecture

Four areas of software development were
identified in order that the SHIFT systems could
offer a scientific computing environment comparable
to that of a conventional mainframe.

Baud,. . .

Distributed Batch Job Scheduling The Network
Queuíng System (NaS) is used on SHIFT for
batch job submission, control and job status
enquiry. As the physics workload is located
on several machines, the batch jobs must be
scheduled evenly across all CPU servers to
maximize job throughput and CPU utilization.
In addition, users expect to see consistent job
turnaround times. To achieve these goals, a
load balancing scheme was incorporated into
NQS.

Distribution of Files The SHIFT filebase is com-
posed of many distinct UNIX filesystems
located on different hosts across the network.
Current technologies in distributed file sys-
tems are unable to satisfy the demand for data
throughput. Moreover, these distributed file
systems usually do not allow frle systems to
spread over more than one machine, A Disk
Pool Manøger (DPM) was developed to
manage the SHIFT files and filesystems across
the network.

Remote File Access Current distributed file sys-
tems have performance limitations when used
for demanding applications over high speed
networks such as UltraNet. A specialized
Remote File Input Output (RFIO) iubsystem
was developed taking into account the under-
lying network characteristics.

Sink Source Blsize(KB) MB/sec CPU (Sink) MB/1CPU (Sink)
UltraNet:
scr 340s

Cray/LSC

Sun4/330

SGI 32OS

SGI 34OS

SGI 34OS

10
32

128
256
512

1000

20
200

2000

20
200

2000

) 9 ,

4.7
8.8

10.5
11.3
11.8

3.1
5.5
6.0

2.5
3.4
3.5

35Vo
2 w o
I4Vo
72Vo
9%
8Vo

4Vo
lVo
1.Vo

20Vo
L47o
73Vo

8
23
62
84

122
140

80
550
600

t3
24
11

FDDI:
sGI3205
scr 320s
Sun4/670
Sun4/670
DEC 5200
DEC 5200

DEC 5200
Sun4/670
SGI 32OS
DEC 5200
SGI 32OS
Sun4/670

a)
a)

32
a)

32
32

2,2
3.0
3.2
2.4
2.1.

40Vo
68Vo
60Vo
45Vo
80%
65Vo

4.5
s ?
< , )
2.6
2.6

Table 3: UltraNet vs. FDDI Performance (memory..6emory)
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The interface to the Disk Pool Manager is via
UNIX user commands. The sfget command allo-
cates a file of a given size within a specified pool.
The command returns a full path name for the file
based on the convention that all SHIFT file systems
are mounted globally with NFS on the mount point
lshíftlchost name>. If the file requested already
exists within the pool, sfget simply returns the path
name without allocating any space. Other commands
are provided to list, remove and manage files. In
addition, a user-callable garbage collector has been
implemented which maintains defined levels of free
space in a pool. This is useful for physics data stag-
ing where data are copied from tape to disk before
being accessed by user programs.

The design of a central Pool Manager has
proved limited and, in particular, did not scale well
'ü/ith the rapid growth of the filebase. The first
implementation was for a filebase of 40 Gigabytes
whereas.there are currently over 100 Gigabytes con-
nected. In addition, problems arose from the fact
that not all users were using sfget to allocate files
and file system usage grew outside the control of the
Pool Manager. To counter this problem, file system
scans were incorporated to reflect the actual status
and the results were stored in a centrally managed
table. Overall performance is still a problem with
the centralized Dßk Pool Manager and a project is
now under way to rewrite the software using a more
distributed approach.
Remote File VO System

The Remote File VO system (RFIO) provides
an efficient way of accessing remote files on SHIFT.
Remote file access is also possible using NFS but
RFIO takes account of the network characteristics
and the mode of use of the files to minimize over-
heads and maximize throughput. RFIO maintains
portability by using only the BSD socket interface to
TCP, and thus operates over UltraNet, Ethernet,
FDDI or other media. RFIO transmits VO calls
from client processes to remote RFIO daemons run-
ning on all SHIFT hosts.

RFIO is implemented with both C and FOR-
TRAN interfaces. ln C, the system presents the same
interface as local UNIX VO calls: rlio-open opens a
file like open(2), rfio_read reads data from a file
like read(2) etc. Most High Energy Physics pro-
grams are written in FORTRAN, and usually inter-
face their VO via one or two intermediate library
packages. RFIO has been incorporated into these, so
its usage becomes completely transparent to the
users of these programs.

RFIO was treated as one of the key perfor-
mance factors of SHIFT. When a detailed investiga-
tion of system performance was undertaken, a major
effort was made to reduce the operating system over-
heads incurred by RFIO. This is described in the
section below on System Performance.

Tape Access High Energy Physics computing at
CERN makes extensive use of IBM 3480 tape

. cartridges for the storage of data from experi-
ments. A 3480 cartridge has a capacity of
200 MBytes. Exabyte cartridges are also used
to a smaller extent. These have up to 5 Giea-
byte capacity but wirh a data tranùer rate s;b-
stantially lower than the 3480.
UNIX systems have been traditionally weak
in the area of tape support, one exception
being the Cray UNICOS system. A portable
tape subsystem tû/as developed to manage a
range of tape devices attached to different
hosts. In addition, a remote tape copy utility,
RTCOPY was developed which could be used
in the distributed environment.
The subsequent sections describe each of the

four areas in more detail.
Batch System Enhancements

The Network Queuing System NpS is a facility
for job submission and scheduling across a network
of UNIX batch ¡¡¡orkers. At CERN, it has been
ported to numerous workstation platforms and useful
enhancements have been added such as limits on the
number of jobs run for any user at one time, an
interactive global run limit, the ability to move
requests from one queue to another and the ability to
hold and release requests dynamically. Moreover,
CERN has implemented in NQS the ability to have
the destination server chosen automatically, based on
relative work loads across the set of destination
machines. Users submit jobs to a central pipe queue
which in turn chooses a destination batch queue or
initiator on the least loaded machine that meets the
jobs' resource requirements. If all initiators are
busy, jobs are held in the central pipe queue and
only released when one becomes free, In addition, a
script running above NQS holds or releases waiting
jobs with a priority based on their owner's past anã
current usage of the SHIFT service.
Disk Pool Manager

The SHIFT data frlebase comprises manv
UNIX filesystems which are located on any of thä
SHIFT hosts across the network. In order that users
see a unified data file space, the notion of. a pool
was created. A pool is a group of one or several
IJNIX filesystems and it is at the pool level that file
allocation is made by the user. Pools can be much
larger than conventional UNIX filesystems even
where logical volumes are available. Pools may also
be assigned attributes. For example, a pool used for
staging space can be subject to a defined garbage
collection algorithm. The pools in SHIFT are all
managed by the Disk Pool Manager. The pool
Manager balances disk space when creating new
files and directories and it may be used to locate and
delete existing files.
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Magnetic Tape Support
High Energy Physics computing makes exten-

sive use of IBM 3480 and Exabvte 8mm tape car-
tridges. The initial approach fór tape u..ãr. on
SHIFT was to access tape units connected to the
Cray UNICOS system. Subsequently, a portable
UNIX Tape Subsystem was designed to satisfy all
SHIFT's requirements in the area of cartridge tape
access. The subsystem runs on all SHIFT hosts to
which tape devices are connected.
Portable UNIX Tape Subsystem

UNIX systems usually offer a primitive tape
interface which is not well adapted to a multiuser
environment. Four basic functionì are typically pro-
vided:

o open(2)
o read(2)
o write(2)
r close(2)

Several ioctl(2) commands are also provided but
there is no operator interface, label processing, or
any interface to a tape management system, The
SHIFT Tape Subsystem offers dynamic configuration
of tape units, reservation and allocation of the units,
automatic label checking, an operator interface, a
status display and an interface to the
CERN/Rutherford Tape Management System. It is
written entirely as user code and does not require
any modification of manufacturers' driver code. It
currently supports StorageTek's 4280 SCSI tape
drive (an IBM 3480 compatible) as well as Exabyte
8200/8500 drives.

Automatic tape file labelling is not provided as
this can only be done by modifying the tape VO
driver. Instead, a set of user callable routines were
written to perform the same task. In practice, most
tape VO is done by using a tape staging utility,
RTCOPY which hides details of these routines from
the user.
Tape Copy Util¡ty, RTCOPY

To provide tape access for every SHIF"I CPU
and disk server, a tape copy utility RTCOPY was
developed which allows tape access across the net-
work. Internally RTCOPY uses RFIO soft\¡/are to
maximize the data transfer speed and thus minimize
the tape unit allocation time. RTCOPY intelligently
selects an appropriate tape server, by polling all
known tape seryers to query the status of their tape
unit(s). RTCOPY supplies any missing tape
identification parameters by querying the Tape
Management System as needed. RTCOPY then ini-
tiates the tape copy, informs the user when the
operation is complete, and deals with error recovery.
Software Maintenance and Distribution

The SHIFT software is distributed to many
sites outside CERN and the distribution and mainte-
nance across different platforms presents a new chal-
lange. We currently support SGI Irix 3.3.3,
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Sun3/SunOS 4.1.1, Sun4/SunOS 4.1.1., Sun 4/SunOS
4.L2, UniCOS 6.1., DomainOS, VAVUltrix 3.x,
DecStation/IJltrix 4.x, RS 6000/AIX 3.2, Hp
9000/HP-ux 8.05.

Our experience has shown that UNIX tools like
make(1) and sccs(1) are only a partial solution to
the problem of software maintenance in a hetero-
geneous environment. For example, make does not
support conditional rules, and subtle differences in
operating system versions are hard to deal with. We
are currently investigating the imake(1) tool used by
the X11 consortium for maintaining our software
suite.

System Per{ormance

During the design phase of the project, perfor-
mance estimates were made using a straight-forward
simulation program using data obtained from bench-
mark programs running on limited test configurations
(made available by potential suppliers and other
organizations). When our own hardware was
installed, these tests were repeated, placing a great
deal of emphasis on what we believed would be the
major performance issue, the UltraNet performance.
Our initial configuration had only two disk channels
and we were therefore unable to perform ft¡ll-scale
disk performance tests and were content to extrapo-
late the disk performance from simple tests.

These tests led us to assume that r¡/e would be
able to support an aggregate (multi-stream) data rate
between a two processor SGI 4Dl320S disk server
and a four processor SGI 4Dl340S CPU server in
excess of 6 MBytes/second with less than 60Vo utili-
sation of either the disk server's network interface or
its CPUs (and therefore incurring no serious queue-
ing problems). In practice we installed a four pro-
cessor disk server, and so assumed that this aggre-
gate performance target would be easily achievable;
we thought that our second performance target, a
single stream remote disk data rate approaching that
of a local disk, would be much more difficult.

When SHIFT was initially commissioned, the
job mix submitted was more or less as had been
expected and the performance was adequate, satisfy-
ing the aggregate demand of about 2 MBytes/second.
However, due to a change in physics emphasis after
some months, many more VO intensive jobs began
to arrive and, in spite of the presence of the UltraNet
backplane, the networking performance was now
found to be quite disappointing. Instead of rising
according to our estimates, we were seeing network
data rates saturating at just over 2 MBytes/sec on the
running systems (which were of course heavily
loaded with batch computation and disk and Ethemet
I/O), and at about 4 MBytes/sec when doing multi-
stream RFIO under test conditions between unloaded
SGI4D/340's.
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Investigation showed that the UNIX system
load had become the factor limiting performance.
This was much higher than we had predicted, and
we assumed that it was due to the RFIO protocol
and the architecture of the RFIO server. We there-
fore began a series of improvements in these areas.

The system overhead due to UltraNet is to a
good approximation the same when transferring a
fe\¡/ bytes or hundreds of kilobytes. We also noticed
that there is a strong dependence of UltraNet perfor-
mance on network block size, and we showed that in
a general operating environment there was optimal
performance when using a 128 KByte block. This
led to the implementation of a buffered mode of
operation for RFIO reads, which now hansfer 128
KBytes across the network when using UltraNet.

At the same time we embarked on major
refinements to the RFIO protocol, with the aim of
minimizing the number of system calls required.
The initial version of the RFIO protocol had been
very straightforward and robust, simply mapping
local FORTRAN and C file I/O calls to remote- calli
on RFIO daemons. This resulted in manv small-size
network transactions (e.g those mapping file seeks,
ll0 completions, etc.) being interspersed with
transfers of user data.

The computing workload which we expect to
support has a number of'special features:

o the application record size is normally 32
KBytes;

o more than 90Vo of I/O operations are reads;
o most programs either read records from a file

sequentially, or in a skip-sequenti¿l mode. In
the latter case, the program uses a directory
which contains some physics characteristics of
each of the records in the file and pre-selects
a list of the records which are of inierest. The
progam then processes this list sequentially.
The RFIO protocol was thus re-designed with

the following improvements:
a As far as possible control messages were

eliminated by piggybacking rhem along with

the data transfers.
o Three read access modes which could be

specified by the user were defined: sequential,
pseudo-sequential and random,

o Sequential file read access was optimÞed by
using buffered read-ahead with 128 KByte
data blocks: the server simply loops, reading
from the disk and writing 128 KBytes to the
net\¡/ork.

o Pseudo-sequential reading of files uses a pre-
seelc procedure call which enables the user to
provide a vector containing a list of {record
address, record length) pairs. This list is for-
wæded to the serveri which pre-reads and
blocks up the required data. The RFIO client
returns it to the user program in response to
appropriate seek and read requests.

o In random mode, the client requests each
record in turn from the server as directed by
the application program.

o The mode selected by the user is merely
advisory in the sense that the result is func-
tionally correct even if the application

. changes mode without informing RFIO. The
mode selection is required only for perfor-
mance.
Tests showed that a factor of about two had

been gained in RFIO performance as a result of this
work. Most of this improvement was due to the use
of record buffering and læge 128 KByte blocks
(which of course itself implies a certain level of
read-ahead).

Table 4 shows the aggregate data rates
(Mbytes/sec) achieved for two modãs of transfer for
the initial and improved versions of RFIO:

Under test conditions, we rwere now able to
achieve our target data rate (aggregate 6-7
MBytes/second), but this required so much of the
disk server CPU that we could not achieve it under
realistic production conditions. The RFIO protocol
was now as simple as the test programs used in our
initial benchmæks, and so we realized that our origi-
nal method of estimating the performance must be

Numberofstreams I t I Z I q I g
RFIO Versionl (32 KByte buffers)
sequent ia l  |  0 .8  1 t . t l  ru l  r .S
random |  0 .6  1  o .g l  t . z l  r . ¡
RFIO Version2 (128 KByte buffers)
sequential | 1.1 | Z.3 l 4.4 1 5.7
r a n d o m  |  0 . 9  1  r . s l  z . ø l  g . t
RFIO Version3 (128 KByte buffers + fewer system calls)
sequent ia l  I  t .Zl  Z.q |  5.1 |  6.7
r andom I  t . z l  z . z l  g . s l  o . o

Table 4: Aggregate RFIO Data Rates (Mbytes/sec)
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flawed. tù/e had been blinded by the assumption that
the difficult task was the network performance, and
we had neglected to study the disk performance.
Only at this stage did we carry out full scale disk
performance tests, and this immediately gave us the
answer to the problem, On the main SHIFT disk
servers (SGI multi-processor Power Series 4Dl340
systems running IRIX 3.3.3) it was found that the
CPU cost to perform a given unit of disk I/O (e.g.,
relding 1 MByte) increases with the system ioad.
After detailed studies by the manufacturer, this is
believed to be due to contention for the internal bus
linking CPUs and memory. The load on the bus can
be reduced by using direct llO. This method cir-
cumvents normal file system operations and avoids
lhe copy from kernel buffer to application buffer.
Table 5 shows the improvement in both aggregate
data rate and, more significantly, in CpU coJiwtrictr
rs now constant.

Table 6 shows the results of a series of tests
which read from disk and write their data to
UltraNet using filesystem I/O and direct I/O. We
are investigating how to exploit direct I/O within
RFIO in a production environment.

Current Service at CERN

The SHIFT service at CERN currentlv has
about 400 registered users from two large piysics
collaborations. Scripts have been implemented to
handle most of the repetitive tasks suõh as accounr
creation, automatic code updates, architecture-
independent compilation and linking, tape staging,
remote job submission, job query and file transfei,
system and user accounting and so on. Usage of the
service is expanding. Table 7 summarizes some of
the current service characteristics i

As the SHIFT configuration expands, the
number of physics groups given accesô wiil also
grow. It is expected that the SHIFT capacity will
again double this year, with extra CpU, disk and
tape servers being added in a modular way.

Conclusions

We recognized from the start of the project that
networking performance was a major challenge if
SHIFT were to be able to handle I/O intensive þrob-
lems. But we had not realized that free protocol
progessing was not the only answer to that problem;
in tgct operating system overheads remain tñe major
challenge. Our initially simple remote file access

Number of streams 1 2 4 6 8
Using File System I/O
Aggregate MBytes/sec | 1.8 | 4.t | 7.3 | 7.8 | 7.s
CPU cosr sec/MByte | .rS | .t8 | .29 | .gz | .4t
Using Direct I/O
Aggregate MBytes/sec | 1.8 | 3.8 | 7.1 | 9.2 | 10.8
CPU cost sec/MByte | .o¿ I .04 | .05 | .Oo | .06

Table 5: CPU Cost of Disk I/O

Number of streams 1 a
L 4 6 8

Using File Sysrem I/O
Aggregate MBytes/sec | 1.S | 3.5 | 4.3 | 4.7 | 5.1,
CPU cost sec/MByte | .20 | .24 | .27 | .sz | .qO
Using Direct I/O
Aggregate MBytes/sec | 1.5 | 2.8 | 4.g | 6.5 | 7.4
CPU cost sec/MByre | .os | .10 | .10 | .rr | .rg

Table 6: CPU Cost of Disk and Network I/O combined#

Users per day
Batch jobs per day
Tapes staged per day
Data staged per day (Gigabytes)
MTBI (hours) 1 Apr 91 - L Apr 92

50
150
150
25

150
50CPU Currently Utilized

Table 7: Current SHIFT Service Profile
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protocol, implemented on high-performance UltraNet
sockets, required fundamental modification and tun-
ing, taking advantage of some characteristics of our
user applications, before it reached acceptable per-
formance. Moreover, to maximize total aggregate
throughput, it is necessary to bypass the traditional
UNIX file system handling.

Another problem area we have encountered is
that of disk unreliability and repair. A fifty thousand
hour MTBF figure sounds good for a SCSI disk unit,
but with over a hundred such disks installed this
translates to a failure every few weeks. We have
learned that we need RAID technology and/or disk
minoring techniques to deal with such issues.

Overall, the system's users consider SHIFT to
be successful and are increasing their investments in
such equipment. The CERN system is running a
wide variety of physics production jobs, and has
confirmed our belief that such an approach is
entirely practical and economic for many physics
computing applications. Even though far from being
fully loaded, the current SHIFT is processing about
8,000 CERN CPU Unit-hours of work per week, for
which it is mounting over 1000 tapes (and transfer-
ring about L50 Gigabytes) of physics data per week.
The associated systems CSF and HOPE are process-
ing an additional 20,000 CERN CPU Unit-hours of
low I/O work per week. For comparison, the CERN
central mainframes deliver a total of about 20,000
CERN CPU Unit-hours per week.

The CERN centrally operated RISC facilities
are already delivering one and a half times as much
physics computing as the conventional mainframe
systems. We consider that the SHIFT goals listed
earlier in this paper have been met, and that inex-
pensive RISC based workstations, suitably deployed,
can now be used to provide reliable large scale
scientifi c computing services.
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